book reviews
Hailstorms and Hailstone Growth. By Narayan R.
Gokhale. State University of New York Press, Albany, N.Y.,
1976. 465 pages. $30.00. Hardbound.
Prof. Gokhale states in his preface that he has aimed this
book at two audiences—the advanced graduate student and
research workers in the field of hail research. The book is
intended to serve as a text for graduate courses and also to
focus attention on the urgent and important problems of
hail research. It is assumed the reader has taken courses in
general meteorology and cloud physics.
Prof. Gokhale points out that, aside from ranking amongst
nature's most severe meteorological phenomena, hailstorms
cause damage between $300 million and $400 million annually to agricultural crops in North America alone. The development of artificial ice nucleants, weather radar, and
high-altitude aircraft following World War II led to optimism that hail might be suppressed. However, although a
great deal has been learned about hail and the storms that
cause it, there is yet a distinct lack of conclusive evidence that
hail can indeed be controlled. In view of the major effort being brought to bear on the hail problem, Prof. Gokhale has
chosen a very appropriate time to provide the scientific community with a review on hailstorms and hailstone growth.
The author treats the various topics in the following
sequence: hail climatology, fallout patterns, physical and
structural characteristics, radar analysis, hail-growth models,
isotopic analysis, forecasting, and hail suppression. While the
topic is admittedly diverse, this arrangement is rather curious
since it treats the microphysical aspects of the hailstone
growth without a clear expose of how a hailstorm functions
in its environment. Particularly for the serious student, a
more logical approach would have been to divide the subjects
into three broad areas—hailstorm structure and function,
hail growth and microphysics, and hail suppression and applications.
Following a brief introduction in Chapter 1, Prof. Gokhale
presents a review of hail-fall climatology and fallout patterns
in Chapters 2 and 3. While by no means exhaustive, these
chapters provide a reasonable overview of the major aspects
of this necessary but less than glamorous area of hail research. Prof. Gokhale correctly points out that more effort
toward data acquisition on hail fall would be worthwhile.
However, he has not dealt with the immense technological
and logistical difficulties of observing hail fall accurately at
ground level, over large areas, with sufficient data density to
be representative of the hailstorm. This is certainly one of
the major problems in hail research and is of paramount
importance to the statistical evaluation of hail-suppression
projects.
In Chapter 4, Prof. Gokhale treats definitions, shapes, sizes,
fall speeds, and densities in reasonable depth for the graduate level. While this chapter is a reasonable reflection of the
literature, the reader should be cautioned that there has
been a tendency to study hailstones of unusual size or shape.
This is a strange phenomenon in view of the fact that the
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vast portion of crop damage is done by hailstones 2 cm in
diameter and smaller.
Chapter 5, in the reviewer's opinion, deals very fairly with
the highly controversial topic of internal hailstone structure
and the interpretation of growth zones, crystal structure and
orientation, air bubbles, and lobe structure. Prof. Gokhale
points out succinctly that although it was hoped that hailstones might provide qualitative information on the hailstone
growth environment, this has not been achieved due to a
number of complexities and ambiguities in interpretation. It
is interesting that the author holds more hope for using
isotopic analysis in the interpretation of hailstone structure,
devoting Chapter 9 to a review of the theoretical foundation
of this technique as well as a summary of experimental findings to date.
As a consequence of the fact that radar has been the major
observational tool to study the hailstorm interior, it is not
surprising that Prof. Gokhale has titled Chapter 6 "Radar
Analysis of Hailstorms." This chapter and portions of Chapter 7, which deals with hail-growth models, treat the process
of how a hailstorm functions. It is unfortunate that this section of the text does not present a concise and up-to-date
picture of what is known about how different hailstorm types
function and interact with their environment. Although the
growth of hail is a microphysical phenomenon, it takes place
within the confines of a hailstorm composed of updrafts,
downdrafts, and a myriad of conflicting dynamical structures.
A full and complete understanding of this framework is essential to both serious students and researchers in the field.
Gokhale devotes considerable portions of Chapter 7 to the
Ludlam hailstone growth model but dismisses recent numerical hailstone modeling work by Charlton and List,
Danielsen, Musil, and English on grounds that these models
contain numerous unrealistic assumptions and therefore their
accuracy is suspect. Certainly, such a statement can be made
of any numerical hail-growth model and applies equally to
the new model of hailstone growth that Prof. Gokhale advances in Chapter 8. The Gokhale model provides an interesting alternative to hail-growth models formulated by
other workers. Its validity will ultimately be judged objectively as more knowledge is gained about the microphysical
composition of hailstorms. The reader might be cautioned,
however, that Gokhale's model has not yet gained acceptance
by specialists in the hail research field.
Chapter 9 outlines how the analysis of hailstone samples
for deuterium and tritium content is able to provide valuable
information about the growth of hailstones in cloud. Application of this technique on a limited number of hail samples
from several different parts of the world has indicated that
hailstones grow at temperatures between —4° and — 30°C for
approximately 20 min while following an oscillatory motion
through cloud.
Prof. Gokhale reviews, in Chapter 10, the standard hailforecasting techniques, which are based primarily on air mass
moisture and instability factors. The author also presents a
new forecasting technique to determine the maximum size
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of hail reaching the freezing level. Unfortunately, as the
author states, this technique is limited to a very short range
forecast (10—15 min) as it relies heavily on measurements of
the radar reflectivity factor aloft in the hailstorm. In Chapter
10, Prof. Gokhale also briefly outlines the two major physical
hypotheses used in hail suppression: glaciation and competition. He then reviews hail-suppression projects that have
been carried out in various parts of the world. The author
concludes in view of the inconclusive evidence regarding the
effectiveness of hail suppression that systematic and controlled experiments are required to solve the hail problem.
In summary, Prof. Gokhale has provided us with a generously illustrated text and with some 280 references representing the main body of knowledge of hailstorms and hailstone growth. With the qualifications noted above regarding
hailstorm structure and hail-growth models, this book could
serve adequately as a text at the graduate student level. For
the specialist it offers a source of reference material and a
general overview of the subject, but it falls somewhat short
of the author's objective of focusing attention on the most
important and urgent problems in hail research.—A. J.
Chisholm
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A scientist reading this book will probably draw the correct conclusions. We are far from a good theory of climate;
we have to concentrate far more effort than heretofore on
solar variations and solar terrestrial relations; and we have
to learn to live with the climatic fluctuations. But scientists
do not need this kind of literature.
I agree thoroughly with the author's conclusion that there
are currently no notable global effects of man on climate,
there is no threat of an immediate ice age (if "immediate"
is measured in decades), the danger of famine is caused by
the population explosion and should be coped with by
proper agricultural, economic, and social policies. All this
has been expounded in other books and magazine articles.
There is little new in this contribution and it is clearly not
needed. The book was poorly proofread, the literature used
is not cited, and it is overpriced for what it has to offer.—
H. E. Lands herg
Reference
Moodie, D. W., and A. J. W. Catchpole, 1975: Environmental
Data from Historical Documents by Content Analysis.
Manitoba Geographical Studies 5, The University of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.

Forecasts, Famines and Freezes; Climate and Man's Fu-

ture. By John Gribbin. Walker & Co., New York, 1976.
132 pages. $8.95. Hardbound.

The author does not state to whom this book is addressed,
but from the tenor, one can guess that it aims at the educated layman. That poor critter, undoubtedly surfeited by
now by assessments of present and predictions of future
climate, must be thoroughly confused. This additional appraisal of climate problems is another potpourri of speculations that can only add to the confusion. Written by an
astrophysicist with an outlook thoroughly shaped by a
British perspective, i.e., from 0.05% of the earth's surface,
it offers vistas on climate that are considerably distorted.
In 12 short chapters the climatic threat is treated on the
basis of current variations and past changes. Long-term
trends are presented, and solar and possible man-made effects are discussed. The danger of an imminent ice age and
forecast capabilities as well as implications of possible climatic deterioration for world food supplies are weighed.
Much of this is based on papers that appeared in Nature
during the last half dozen years. Other information was
gathered by interviews on a study trip to a limited number
of way stations in North America.
The best portions of this book are those devoted to the
sun and its potential influence on weather and climate.
Similarly, the Milankovich hypothesis is well treated. Dr.
Gribbin is at home on these themes. But elsewhere, much is
shaky. He, like many others who have ventured into this
realm, has not learned the distinction between climatic
change and climatic fluctuation. He also seems to be completely oblivious to the elementary demands of statistics.
Juxtaposition of two curves with apparent similarities is far
from scientific proof, especially when they appear without
any indication of inherent uncertainty. He, like others, succumbs to the temptation of translating poorly calibrated
proxy data into precise-appearing degrees Celsius. One can
only recommend study of how such data might be appropriately evaluated (Moodie and Catchpole, 1975). Equally,
events of a single year or a few successive years, are adduced
as evidence for "trends."

The Atmosphere. By Richard A. Anthes, Hans A. Panofsky,
John J. Cahir, and Albert Rango. Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., Columbus, Ohio, 1975. 339 pages, $13.95. Hardbound.
This book represents an attempt to appeal to both the
casual reader, as well as the more knowledgeable student of
meteorology. Consequently, the presentations range from the
purely descriptive and heuristic, on the one hand, to those
of basic physical principles and concepts on the other hand.
By and large the physical explanations have been integrated
into the discussion of various meteorological phenomena
rather than relegated to separate sections. This technique
appears to be of benefit to the nonscience oriented reader
who is likely to pursue the subject within a liberal studies
format.
The mathematical treatments are simple, and algebraic or
geometric in character; they are typically used only where
absolutely necessary. The text is clearly written and supplemented by a number of diagrams and excellent photographs,
all of which are pertinent to the topic under discussion.
Nevertheless, my experience in using this book in courses
for nonscience majors indicates that some of the diagrams
and photographs need a certain amount of classroom clarification for optimum use. This appears to be a common trait
of books of this type.
A brief historical introduction to meteorology precedes
the main body of the text and serves as a useful port of
entry and rallying point for classroom discussion. Likewise,
an innovative section giving a synoptic view of several days
of weather across the United States, as well as a month-bymonth review of the year's weather, helps the reader to put
previous physical presentations into proper perspective.
One finds the usual topics, including the preliminary discussion of radiation, behavior of gases, force and motion, and
the like. The general circulation and basic structural features
of the atmosphere are covered along with a short section on
climate and climatic change. The typical weather systems
including thunderstorms, tornadoes, hurricanes, and the wave
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cyclone are all discussed. Elementary cloud physics and precipitation processes are also adequately covered at this level.
Satellite photography is used effectively throughout these
presentations. One quibble on the treatment of weather systems would be the lack of a schematic sequence showing the
evolution of the wave cyclone and the lack of a reasonably
complete cloud depiction section. Finally, although instrumentation per se is not covered in detail, I do not find this
a real shortcoming. The book also contains several short
readable chapters on the special topics of air pollution
meteorology, meteorological optics, biometeorology, energy,
and weather and culture. Several appendices are also included, covering units and orders of magnitude, climatic
summaries, and a short but useful bibliography.
One should compare this book to the second edition of
Elements of Meteorology by Miller and Thompson and to
Introduction to the Atmosphere by Riehl. All of these books
cover essentially the same basic material and are aimed at
similar audiences. I have taught nonscience oriented college
students from each book, and one can do a reasonable job
with any one of the three. However, I believe that The
Atmosphere is more appealing to these students from a
visual point of view, that its diagrams are more intelligible,
and that its special summaries of a year's weather and
synoptic events are useful and welcomed features.
This is an interesting, readable book that can be recommended as a descriptive introduction for the serious beginning student, as well as a survey text for the nonscience
oriented individual. For the latter, one should note that
there is an excellent, less extensive, paperback text by Battan
entitled Weather. Such a student is well advised to read
Battan's book along with the texts mentioned above. Finally,
The Atmosphere reflects special care in its production with
only a few minor labeling errors and errors of fact.—William
H. Long

Elements of Physical Geography. By A. N. Strahler and
A. H. Strahler. John Wiley, New York, 1976. 469 pages.
$15.50. Hardbound.
Recently, there has been a proliferation of textbooks
written for introductory courses in physical geography and
environmental topics. The latest offering from Strahler and
Strahler is aimed at the one-semester or one-quarter course
for nonscience students, dealing with global physical environment.
After an introductory chapter on the astronomical aspects

(Continued from announcements, page 1255)
New N O x review published

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently announced publication of a bi-monthly review of stationary
source nitrogen oxides (NO ) control technology. The new
publication reports on the progress of control implementation, fuel, and equipment trends and projections, and current research in control technology development, plus standards, health effects, and abatement strategies. All significant
stationary combustion equipment will be covered. Other
a

of the earth, seven chapters are devoted to an examination
of the atmosphere, its structure, processes, and patterns, concluding with global climates. The climatic classifications are
described—the Koppen scheme and a scheme based on the
dominant air masses—providing both a definitive and genetic
approach to climatic classification. Having established the
atmosphere as the dominant driving force in the environment, the soil water balance and soils are examined. These
are followed by discussions of energy and material transfer
in ecosystems, vegetation patterns, and the major biomes. A
synthesis is then presented by considering the low, middle,
and high latitude environments. The remaining nine chapters deal with the composition of the earth, rock types and
weathering hydrology, and geomorphology. Good color plates
of the major phenomena are included. The epilogue contains
a brief discussion of the environmental crisis, population
and food, resource management, and energy consumption.
The book is essentially an abbreviated and simplified version of the senior author's Physical Geography and Introduction to Physical Geography. The text is easy to read and the
diagrams and layout are good. An innovation for the
Strahlers is the preparation of a student's guide and an
instructor's manual. These contain a summary, a glossary,
self-testing and multiple choice questions, and suggestions to
the instructor on presenting material. A film roll for making
up lecture slides is also available. The package should make
course-giving easy for the instructor, and the course simple
and straightforward for the student. The student's study
guide even contains practical advice such as "don't let things
pile up to the very last," how to answer the test questions,
and (probably unfortunately) recommends the student to
strike out sections of the study guide that are omitted by the
instructor!
The book is a very good, traditional approach to introductory physical geography courses. There are a few criticisms that could be pointed out. The book does not contain
a bibliography (the authors hope, presumably, that inquisitive students will refer to the excellent bibliography in their
Introduction to Environmental Science). The study guide
does not contain any essay-type or detailed questions; consequently, the student is not forced to think very deeply about
the material or to seek further outside information. Neither
does it encourage the development of synthesizing, analyzing,
and writing abilities in the student. Other contemporary
books on similar or environmentally oriented themes have
included these aspects in their questions. Finally, the cost
is quite high for a one-semester or one-quarter textbook that
cannot be used for more advanced courses.—T. R. Moore

topics included are regulatory strategies, technical briefs, a
listing of recent publications, and meetings calendar. According to Dr. John Burchard, Director of EPA's Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory (IERL), "This report
should be useful to control developers, equipment users,
manufacturers, and authorities involved in setting and enforcing standards." Those interested in adding their names
to the mailing list for the publication should contact: David
G. Lachappelle (MD-65), Combustion Research Branch, IERL,
EPA, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711.
(More announcements on page 1263)
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Send this coupon for
your FREE copy of
this booklet
ACOUSTIC RADAR
"APPLICATION AND INTERPRETATION
OF RECORDS"
Name
Address
City
State.

Zip.

ACOUSTIC RADAR
Current users of this simple-to-operate,
moderately priced instrument include-

Powerplants
Smelters
Consulting firms
G o v e r n m e n t laboratories
Universities
throughout the world.

T h e instrument is being used for—

Environmental impact studies
Real-time emissions control
Diffusion research
Synoptic and mesometeorological
research.
T u r b u l e n c e levels and studies
T i m e interpolation of sonde data

Continuous remote sensing and recording of—
• INVERSION HEIGHTS AND THE
DEPTH OF THE MIXING REGION—
the capability of the a t m o s p h e r e to
disperse pollutants

WAVE MOTIONS AND BREAKDOWN,
FRONTAL SURFACES, AND MARINEL A Y E R I N V E R S I O N — f o r operational
meteorology and research

• THE DIURNAL PATTERN OF
NOCTURNAL LAYERING, MORNING
BREAKDOWN OF INVERSIONS, AND
THE DAYTIME G R O W T H OF CONV E C T I V E C E L L S - t h e i r timing and
strength for air pollution forecasting
and analysis

HEATED PLUMES FROM SMOKE
S T A C K S — a direct m e a s u r e m e n t of
plume rise
T H E T O P OF A LAYER OF FOG OR
L O W C L O U D S — a n operational tool
for airports
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